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Indians on'Long Walk'visit WSU
A group of American InHipns
arc walking from Alcatraz Island
to Washington D.C., via Wright
State.
The group, called "The Longest Walk." is walking to bring
attention to 11 anti-Indian bills
now pending before the federal
government.
THE GROUP, numbering spproximately 250. arrived in Ohio
over the Memorial Day weekend,
and will be camping at John
Bryan State Park near Ycllo-v
Springs while in the Dayton area.
Representatives for the Indians
were on the WSU campus Friday
May 26 trying to secure the use
of some of the campus grounds
for camping and the use of some
of the University's shower facili,.es.
Vic White, a representative of
the Indians worked with Gi»n
Bonutti from the Campus Ministry in trying to obtain approval
from the university administration.
AFTER INSPECTING the pos
sible areas, the group's representatives decided to camp instead at John Bryan State Park
because the necessary toilet facilities were more readily available there.
The University agree however,
to grant the walkers the use ot
the showers in the Physical
Education building Monday night
and to llo'd a "Pow wow" on the
hill near the water tower.
In the event of rain Monday
night, the campus administration
had also granted the walkers
permission to sleep in the main
gym of the Physical Education
building.
"BASICALLY, we are walking
against genocide." sa'd White,
referring to 11 bills currently
before the federal legislature.
One of the bills is U.K. 9054
which, according to literature
circulated by the walkers, will
put an "end to the sovereign
relationship between the Indian
Nations and the federal government" and abregate all existing
treaties.
H.R. 41b') would extinguish all
titles and interests in land and
water rights She Indians now hold

in the state of Maine. According
to existing treaties, over 40
percent of Maine belongs to the
Penobscott and Passamaquaddv
Indian Tribes. The Indians arc
claiming only the undcrdc loped
part of Maine, but if the resolution is passed no land would be
returned to the Indians. A monetary payment would be substituted instead.
OTHER LEGISLATION oppos
cd by the Indians involves land
and water rights in the state of
New York and hunting and fishing both on and off of reservations throughout the U.S.
"The Longest Walk" was organized by the National Indian
Coalition and has been underway
since February. The walkers
summarized their goals in the
literature they distribute
"We come from the Indian
people's reservations here in
America...we are only human

people trying our best to survive
in a respectful way. It is necessary for us to provide for the
coming generations.
'•THIS LEGISLATION takes
away our hunting and fishing
rights, our rights of tribal jurisdiction and our rights of land title
in various states. One bill in
particular docs away with all
treaties and trust responsibilities
that the United States government agreed to in exchange for
Indian land."
The group hopes to draw
support from grass roots rural
Americans during their walk, and
are quick to point out that they
have no quarrel with the American people in general, but instead with the federal government.
The Indians plan on arriving in
Pittsburgh on June 16. Baltimore
on July 7. and the nation's
capital on July 15.

Long walk callsfor rest
By TOM VONDRUSKA
Guardian N?wi Editor
Members of 70 tribes from ail over the country made camp
Monday at John Bryan State Park to take a two day rest from the
3,000 mile "Longest Walk" to raise public consciousness about the
plight of native Americans and legislation which they feel
threatens their way of life.
To Clyde Bcllccourt, the walk's national director, as well as the
Director of the American Indian Movement (AIM) the issues are
very simple. The Usues are the right Indians fot Indians to develop
their own land and to preserve their culture.
BELLCOURT CITED SEVERAL bills which arc either now or
have been before congress which would further disrupt the
lifestyle of Indians. One which he pointed out was The Native
American Equal Opportunity Act of 1977. a bill wl.':<-b the walkers
literature called misnamed. It invalidates all treaties made with
Indians.
"I feel the main reason (for this and other laws being passed) is
that 60 percent of tnis country's natural resources and 40 percent
of the urar.ium dejvisits are on Indian land.)"
(See INDIAN.' page 3)

Third times the charm

The old age ((third time's a
charm" seems to hold true with
the recently completed Student
Caucus elections for Medical
School representatives.
AND AFTER THE votes were
counted. Tim Marcus outdistanced opponent Sean Convery
by a margin ol 28-21.

Wednesday —
weather

(fhance of showers in the east Wednesday and partly cloudy in
the afternoon. Partly cloudy in the west. Highs will be from 75 to
80 in the north and from 80 to 85 in the south. Partly cloudy
Wednesday night and Thursday. Lows Wednesday night will be
from the upper 50s to low 60s in the north and from the low 60s to
mid 60s in the south. Highs Thursday will be from the upper 70s to
low 80s in the north to the mid to upper 80s in the south.

The final election, held the
week before last, was the third
time that some medical students
voted. Following the election
which was cancelled following
admitted procedural errors by
the three member Student Elections Commission. Marcus and
Convery tied in another election
at nine votes apiece.

MARCUS, WHO attended
WSU as an undergraduate, will
assume his scat summer quarter.
In in election which was typified by overall student apathy,
the Med School runoff was an
exception. While less than ten
percent of the general student
body participated in the election,
over 60 percent of the Med
School's 80 students voted in the
runoff.

Visiting Indiana find WSU a reatful stopover as they continue
their trek to our nation'* capital.
Guardian Photo/Carl Luhrmann

McCormack to over
come obstacles in way
By JANIE CARROLL
Guardian Staff Writer

Dan McCormack is a writer
fighting mediocrity and boredom.
His ambition is to become a
success, especially in cxcuting
satire and comedy.
McCormack enrolled in Wright
State Un. etsity four years ago
as a psychology and math major.
The first year he didn't even
know he could write.
"IT WAS THE summer between my first and second year
that I knew I could write serious
stuff. McCormack said. "I had
no idea I could write comedy, but
then, in the first quarter of the
second year. 1 started hanging
around with people I knew in
high school who wrote good
comedy and 1 thought it v.as
tremendous."
McCormack '.aid he started
with fiction three years ago and
eventually branched off into
comedy and satire.
"The first eight months of
writing comedy. I probably wrote
four-fifths of my total work. After
that I wrote more, but not as
much as compared to the first
few months."
THERE WERE two obstacles
in McCormack's path dealing
with his own mediocrity and
overcoming boredom.
"I don't know it's l-ke I just

get bored with writing comedy.
It's also very h?rd for me to deal
with mediocrity and that's what I
probably achieve most brilliantly"
McCormack has written at
least a dozen serious short stories. each as he puts it. "illuminating truths to the unknowing
people."
IN GENERAL 1 don't respect
people's intelligence. I don't
think they have much as a race."
McCormack said. "People never
seem to pay attention to anytning
which doesn't affect 'heir own
interest."
Because McCormack is a handicapped student many of his
serious pieces deal with problems he sometimes faces nilh
people.
"People don't treat me as an
average 22-year-old. 1 don t
understand how they can say that
just because I'm not able to do 30
jumping jacks 1 dou't know what
I'm doing. There's no logic in it
"I'M NOT BITTER I do have
disdain for a !ot of people. !
dislike numerous people but it is
not bitterness, it's just their ow<«
rampant prejudice, aii different
kinds whether age. race, or
mentality."
(Se* 'MCCORMACK.' page 8)
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King calls for end to FBI
ATI.ANTA (UPI)—Coretta Scott the agency and replacing it with
King says the United States "a law enforcement agency with
continues to be haunted by the genuine and lawful objectives
"monstrous acts" of the late FBI and procedures."
She said the latest FBI revelaDirector J. Edgar Hoover, and
the nation should consider re- tion "proves once again that the
placing the agency with a law FBI treated the civil rights moveenforcement body that respects ment as if it were an alien enemy
attack on the United States.
personal freedom.
" J . EDGAR Hoover's monMrs. King, responding to disclosures that the FBI worked in strous acts refuse to leave the
concert with a black leader to stage." she said.
discredit the late Dr. Martin
Earlier, the head of the SouthLuther King Jr.. said Monday ern Christian Leadership ConferHoover's ' 'despicable legacy ence said the FBI is still trying to
discredit black leaders and challives on."
"PERSONAL innuendos ate be lenged the agency to "put up or
neath contempt," she said. shut up" about King.
"They establish once again the
Dr. Joseph I-owery, president
FBI's obsession for invading pri- of the civil rights organization
vate lives and developing ima- King founded, said the FBI
ginative scenarios for their own should make public all its information about King and the SCLC
purposes."
Mrs. King, president of the rather than blot out the name of
Martin Luther King Jr. Center the black leader the bureau
for Social Change, said the na- allegedly sought to use to ease
Hon should consider dismantling King out of the movement.

"I FIND IT incredible that anyreputable black leader would
engage in a conspiracy with the
FBI to 'remove' D'. King from
the civil rights scene." Lowery
said in an interview .
"Many, many of us feel that
this may be another attempt on
the part of the FBI to raise
serious doubts about black leadership and to shift the blame for
Dr. King's tragic death from the
FBI and racists to blacks," he
said.

sioners on Grievances and Discipline of the Ohio bar.
THE VOTE AGAINST Ohralik
w as 8-0. The one in favor of Mrs.
Primus was 7-1. with Justice
William Rehnquist dissenting.
Justice William Brcnnan. who
was ill earlier in the term, did not
participate in either case.
Rehnquist said it is up to the
slates to decide "which lawyers
shall be admilted to the bar and
remain there."
His view was that both Ohio
and South Carolina acted within
constitutional limits, and he
wanted to affirm both judgements.
IN THE CASE of Mrs. Primus.
Powell said her activity comes
within the zone of protection
reserved for associational freedoms because she engaged in
solicitation by mail on behalf of a

bona fide, non-profit organization
ihat pursues litigation as a
means of political expression as
well as to communicate useful
information to the public.
Her Vroblcm grew out of newspaper reports in 1173 that pregnant mothers on welfare in
Aiken. S.C.. most of them black,
were being sterilized or threatened with sterilization in order to
continue on Medicaid.
The South Carolina Council on
Human Rights sent Mrs. Primus
to Aiken to interv iew some of the
mothers on request of Gary Allen
of Aiken, then president of the
United Christian Work:rs.
THE GRIEVANCE against her
rested on a letter she wrote one
of the women offering her ACLU
representation. The state court
found the letter constitutedly
unethical solicitation.

In Washington. The Center for
National Security Studies recently made public Files it obtained
under the Freedom of Information Act showing the FBI sought
to promote another black leader
in place of King during the
l%Os. The other black leader
was not named.
I OWERY SAID that if the FBI
has the name, it should release

Lawyers due for discipline
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The Supreme Court Tuesday recmphasi/ed that lawyers who urge their
personal services on possible
paying clients—a practice gencrallv known as "ambulance
chasing"—are subject to bar
discipline.
Hut the court, in another opinion. gave more leeway to nonprofit organizations filing lawsuits as a means of political
xpressi.in and association
IN AN OPINION by Justice
Lewis Powell, the court said the
bir. acting with state authoriza
tion. may constitutionally discipline a lawyer for soliciting
clients in person, for pecuniar>
gain, under circumstances likely
to pose danger of fraud, undue
influence, intimidation, overreaching and other forms of
"vexation conduct."
The American Bar Association
and state bars over the years
have justified their solicitation
ban as a means of preventing
improper pressure by traine-:
lawyers on unsophisticated peo
pie.
The issue reached the S
pre me Court in two very diffcret..
cases in which the organized bar
collided with civil rights activits
on the one hand and consumers
oci the other.
ONE APPEAL came from a
black attorney. Edna Smith Primus of Columbia, S.C., who was
publicly reprimanded by the
state supreme court fir/ offering
American Civil Liberties Union
assistance in a damage >uit
against a doctor who sterilized a
woman.
The other lawyer. Albert Ohralik. 56. of Cleveland, was suspended indefinitely by the Ohio
Supreme Court for soliciting the
persona injury cases of two
women who had been in an
automobile accident.
He visited one of them in the
hospital, end in a visit to the
other in her home. taj-?d the
conversation without her knowledge. The women later complained to the Board of Commis-

The World
f r o m ' U n i t e d Press I n t e r n a t i o n a l

Peasants attack farms
GUATEMALA CITY (UPI) — Hundreds of armed peasants
attacked three privately owned farms in northern Guatemala
Monday and were beaten back by landowners in a bloody battle
that left 38 men and women dead and 35 injured, military sources
said today.
Army troops stationed close to the scene of the battle, near the
village of Panzos. about 124 miles northeast of Guatemala city,
tried to stop the fighting. The sources said five soldiers were
injured in the clash.
SPORADIC CLASHES were reported still going on today, as the
government flew troop reinforcements from the capital. Soldiers
were searching the area for wounded.
The battle began when a crowd of about 400 landless peasants
— men and women armed with machetes and a few pistols and
shotguns — invaded three private farms on the banks of the
Polochic River, the sources said.
Farm workers beat them back and a pitched battle ensued.
RADIO REPORTS said the bodies of 38 men and women killed
in the fighting had been laid out in front of the Panzos town hall.
Air force planes were transported the injured to hospitals in
nearby Coan.

Rhodes signs work bill
COLUMBUS (UPII — Gov. umbuf..
James A. Rhodes signed legislaThe program is aimed at retion Tuesday authorizing up to 20 ducing rush hour transportation
percent of state employees to problems and energy consumphave flexible working hours.
tion. It also will give employees
Under the bill, effective Aug. more control over their work
29, employees on flexible time schedules, possibly reducing abwill be able to work more or less senteeism.
The governor also signed legthan eight hours a day as long as
they fulfill their 40-hour weekly islation exempting insulin from
requirement.
state and local sales taxes and
The director of tire Department requiring social and medical hisof Administrative Services will tories of the biological parents as
designate the employees under a part of adoption records.
the new law. sponsored by Sem.
Both bills will also take effect
Michael Schwarzw alder, D-Col- Aug. 29.

Citizenship denied ex- Nazi
CHICAGO (UPI) - The U.S.
citizenship of Polish immigrant
Frank Walus yesterday was revoked because he failed to disclose that he had participated in
Nazi atrocities during World War
II.
U.S. District Judge Julius J.
Hoffman handed down the verdict after a |7-dav bench trial ona

suit brought by the U.S. Justice
Department. The ruling, if upheld on possible appeals, is
expected to lead to Walus' deportation.
Walus' case was one of more
than 200 involving suspected
Nazi war criminals now under
investigation.

Americans win at Cannes
CANNES. France (UPI) — American actors Jill Clavburgh and Jon
Voight today won top honors in the 31st Cannes International Film
Festival.
The festival jury awarded best actress honors to Miss Clavburgh
for her role in "An Unmarried Woman." The film is the story of
how a woman, w hose husband of 17 years divorces her. copes with
her life as a single woman.
SHARING THE best actress honors was French actress Isabclle
Huppert for her role in the film "Violette Noziere."
Voight won the best actor award for "Coming Home," in
which he plays a paraplegic Vietnam War veteran who falls in love
with a married volunteer in his hospital, played by Jane Fonda.
The American film "Pretty Baby" won the Best Technical
Award.

Frenchman eludes police
PARIS (UPI) — Jacques Mcsrine, France's Public Enemy No. 1,
has done it again, escaping from an elaborate police dragnet
through he may have been wounded in his latest encounter with
the law .
The flashy, 43-year-old escaped convict, wanted in France and
Canada, apparently has melted into the crowded Paris a u a after
robbing a casino to spirit him out of a police dragnet.
robbing a casino and forcing a farm couple to spirit him out of a
police dragnet.
THE COUPLE said Mcsrine threatened to return to kill them if
they reported the incident to police — so they waited 12 hours
before notifying authorities, giving h,m time to disappear.
Two hundred special police from Paris walking only six yards
apart searched the woods of the Normandy region for him Sunday.
Despite help from a helicopter and search dogs, no trace of
Mcsrine and his aecovnpliee in the robbery was found.
Mesrine flashed A stolen inspector's police card when the two
men entered the gambling casino at the plush seaside resort of
Deauville early Saturday and took $30,000.
BOTH MEN apparently were wounded in their escape in a
stolen car but managed to get to a farmhouse where they
demanded food and clothing from the farmer and his wife and
forced the couple to drive them to a Paris suburb.
The farmer's wife told police. "The tallest one tcld me he was
Mesrine and that he would do me tta harm. They stayed two hour:
in our house, never seeming in ?. hurry. They asked for a razor z.nd
shaved, very relaxed. They washed and asked for food and
clothes."
The farm woman said both men had been wounded. After a
shoot-out outside the casino, police found a bloody, snushed
watch.
THE EXPLOITS of Mcsrine have captured the imagination of
the French public and newspapers, radio and television have
followed every detail of his latest escapade.

Indian

(continued from page 1)
Bellcourt feels that the bills
are an attempt to allow corporations to develop these resources
without having to give the tribes
who now control the land an;,
compensation.
"IT (THE development of new
sources of natural resources) is
not so easy anymore." Bellcourt
added. "Third World nations arc
not giving them up (as readily).
When (Arthur) Sleshinger, the
energy commissioner says that
there is only 35 years of resources left in this country and
that new sources will have to be
developed, he's talking about
resources on Indian land."
"Millions were killed for
gold.'' said Henry Domingueg. a
C'hiriahua-Tarahumar from California who has been with the
walk since it left Sacrimcnto last.
February. "Now it is black gold;
coal."
Bellcourt explained that by
allowing the Indians to develop
their own lands they would then
have an industrial base from
which their standard living could
be raised.
"THERE WAS A study done
in 1969 which said that the
average income of an Indian
family was SI,500 a year. We
have a life expectancy of 43.5
(years) vci?us 65 plus for whites.
For every one white child born
there are three Indian children
born. Seventy percent of all
Indians live i:i substandard housing. 68 percent have no indoor
plumbing. Our education is at
(an average grade level) of 5.5
and some areas there is a drop
out rate of 65-100 percent."
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Bellcourt said that the pro- . 5.000 treaties made with the
blems with education stem from different tribes a touch of irritathe fact that they are directed tion came into his voice.
towards white society and not an
"These people (in Washington
Indian culture.
D.C.i talk about treaties and
"There is a need to impress on human rights but they ignore
them (Indian youth! that the what is goin^ on in this counfather of their country is not try."
someone in knee britches with ag
HE SAID THAT he saw the
abolishing of the treaties as a
"There is a need to impress on way of assimilating Indians into
th»m (Indian youth) that the the American culture.
father of their country is not"
"We arc not meant to live this
someone in knee britches with a way. There is no way we could
gold cane, wooden teeth and a live in those small compartments
blond wig. We have our own that you do. We are meant to live
out here (motioning to the woods
DOMINGUEG SAID that the surrounding the camp area) close
walk is no! a "civil rights march, to our mother earth.
it is not a protest march. It is a
"How can someone tell us that
spiritual walk. These people have we cannot fish or hunt w hen it is
decided to sacriftc a part of their our way of life."
body (the feet), their jobs and a
"PEOPLE WILL have to rea
part of their life for this walk. li/e that mother earth is not
This is no! a walk of hate, it is a happy about the way she has
walk of love. We arc w alking for been treated. This is why we
the love of our people."
have been having floods ard
When talking about the legis
earthquakes."
lation which would establish the
Domingueg pointed out that in

areas where there have been
large scale strip mining there
also have been major floods
because of the removal of ground
cover increased rain runoff into
streams.
Both Domingueg and Bellcourt
said that there was a need to
teach their children how to live in
a society without modern conveniences because thev did not
think that our current way of life
could last much longer.
"THIS IS the real education,
learning how- to make a fire.

build a teepee and berries to eat.
These arc the skills which they
will need in the future." said
Bellcourt.
In a move towards this. Bkll
court said that he has ordered
that the face of the camp be
changcd before it reaches Washington DC.
"Right now we have two teepees and a third without poles.
By the time we get to D C. I hope
to have 50 teepees.
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A cause for celebration
History was made this weekend. In addition to Al Vnser winning
his third Indianapolis 500 and Boh Hope celebrating his
seventy-fifth birthday, an even momentous otcasion took place.
The Daily Guardian's Softball team won its first game. Our
participation in the first quasi-annual Daily Guardian student elite
invitation Softball tournament, barbershop quarter contest and
picnic, miscellaneous orgy. Bachanatlia, barbecue and bamdance
on Saturday featured our ace players pitted ag'tinst members of
the Student Activities Budget Board. For further details, see the
sports page.
Truly I his was an occasion to celebrate. After 14 years of
existence with at least half as many Softball teams, we felt we had
to break the old pas! record of never having won a game. Such a
record can give people an inferiority complex, and «(' were
probably well on our way. Now. with at least one notch on our
hats, we can face the rest of the teams in our league with total
confidence.
AI the rate we 're going, by next year we should he able to take
on an even more experienced or skilled team -- perhaps the
administration nine, who are highly developed in the art of trick
plays and double plays.

Artists brighten
campus

Both Alvin Winslow and Wilda Gilbert, members of an advanced
sculpture das... deserve to be commended for their efforts to help
brighten the r loods of students here on campus. By turning on
their creative juices, they have managed to bring into existence
so me unique billboards and a "fantasy garden. "
Winslow i project, which is located at both the Colonel Glenn
and Kauffman Avenue entrances to the University, features a
variety of changing messages such as "look! The Rock Is Gone "
and ' 'I f ibbed That The Big Rock Was Stolen. '
Gilbert 's is located next to Milletl on the grassy area and is
"reminiscent of a garden where everything ditesn't bloom at once,
yet where e\erything is unreal. "
While most people may look upon such sculpture as far from
their personal definition of an. it still remains thai such erec tions
server valuable purpose by adding a touch of beauty to the face of
the campus and interjecting a degree of humor into our otherwise
hum-drum existance.
Maybe these aren't art in the sense that we've grown
accustomed to -- that of Sorman Rockwell for example -• but it
does serve a purpose md it should be encourage in every way
••ossihle.
It s only by looking at such works with an open mind and
becoming accustomed to their presence that we as students can
come to appreciate some of the more abstract creations that
deserve the chance to he placed alongside the more staid master
pieces we've come to know and love.
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By David Mix-

(Daylight saving system confusin
Several weeks ago. most of the population of
the United States set their clocks one hour
ahead. Everyone except a few radical states
such as Michigan, Arizona, and Hawaii.
What would happen if individual cities in the
Dayton area each decided to set up their own
system for daylight saving times?
FOR EXAMPLE, LETS say Wright State
University stayed on Eastern Standard Time,
the citizens in Dayton would set their clocks
one hour ahead, as the people in Kettering
would set their clocks two hours ahead. Xenia
residents would set their clocks one hour back
and Fairborn residents would set their clocks
two hours back.
Now lets apply this system and see how it
works.
Dayton residents could leave for their 8 a.m.
classes at 8:00 (DDT) Dayton Daylight Time
and arrive a half hour early. Xenia residents
unfortunately would have to get up at 6 a.m.
(DDT) to arrive for their 8 a.m. class.

To complicate matters, lets say four WSU
students John. Paula. Georgia, and Ringo Jive
in Dayton. Kettering. Xenia. and Fairborn
respectively. They each have a 9:45 a.m. class
on Tuesday and Thursday. The Xenia student
has also has an 11:15 class, the Kettering
student has a 12:45 p.m. class and the Dayton
student has a 2:15 p.m. class. Ringo has a 6:45
o.m. class.
GEORGIA, an a reault of the daylight savings
time system, would have to leavs Xenia at 8
a m. to get to WSU in time for his class. When
his 11:15 a.m. class ended at '.2:30 p.m., he
would arrive home 15 minutes before the class
ended (12:15) Xenia Daylight Time
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Paula could leave for her 9:45 a.m. class at
11 a.m. (KDT) Kettering Daylight Time.. When
her class ends at 2 p.m. she would arrive home
at 4:JO p.m.

John could leave for his class at 9:45 a.m.
and get to WSU a half hour early. When his
2:15-3:30 p.m. class ends he could arrive home
at S:00 p.m. (DDT).

RINGO WOULD HAVE to leave at 7:15 a.m.
Fairborn Daylight Time (FDT) to barely make it
to class. He could arrive home at 9:30 (after the
class) and leave at 4:15 to get to his 6:45
evening class and be nome by 7:30 p.m.
What would happen if the system were
modified and put on the local level? In other
words, what if the differences were between
buildings rather than between cities:

In this case, the University Center would be
on Eastern Standard Time (naturally since the
Guardian office is in the building). Allyn Hall
clocks would be set one hour ahead. Millett
clocks two hours ahead. Oelman clocks one
hour back and Fawcett clocks two hours bacV

USING THIS METHOD, a student may have
two 9 a.m. classes, one in Oelman and one in
Fawcett. For that matte?, one may Jiove four 9
/j.m. classes—osie in each building. As a result.
»• student could finish al! their classes in one
hour if they were all in differeni buildings.
Any person who even glances at a clock may
notice the system described already beir.g
used. No two clocks on campus evet have the
same time.
Confusing? You bet. but the daylight saving
system is just as confusing and bothersome and
sometimes helpful as my system.

^
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : } . * * * * *

*
*
*
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*
*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Admen interpretation variesExtinctfishget aid
To the editor:
The proposed amendments to
the Student Caucus constitution
are
mostly
unexceptionable.
They include, for instance, provisions for representatives from
the College of Nursing and the
Medical School, neither of which
were in existence at the time of
the promulgation of the original
constitution.
Unfortunately, there does exist
one highly controversial phrase
which Caucus is seeking t<> add.
This phrase, which reinforccs a
dubious clause already a part of
the constitution, ix-curs in Article
3, Section 2 of the document, and
runs as follows (new portion in
italics): "The Student Caucus
shall have due concern that there
be cultural diversity and minority
representation among its nominees and appointees, irregardless (sic) of race. age. national
origin, physical handeap. and
sexual or affectional preferene.
NOW THIS MAY he interpreted in two ways: first, it can be
construed as tequiring a quota
system for Student Caucus committees based on the percentage
of various types of students at
Wright State University.
This is objectionable for several reasons. (A) On grounds of
simple justice, the person chosen
for a job or committee assignment with Caucus should be
picked on the basis of qualifications. not on whether or not he or
she belongs to some racial or
ethnic group.
(B) Quotas may be of dubious
constitionality. for the Supreme
Court is expected to rule on the
llakke case any day now , and this
would either allow or disallow
hiring based on preference towards any minority group. If the
Court disallows preferential hiring. then the entire clause must
be removed from the Caucus
constitution.
(C) NOTICE THAT in the new
portion of the clause, "sexual or
affectional preferences" are included as a basis for possible
preferential hiring. These "preferences ' are nowhere named,
and so we can assume that any
aberrant sexual behavior is included. This opens up the ludicrous possiblity of a quota for
rapists, child molesters, sadis.s,
voyeurs, etc.

kWe care about'
both of you...^

An alternative method in intermade less ambiguous, and the
preting this sentence is that it
section about "sexual preferwas merely intended as s stateences" deleted.
ment that while Caucus will not
Finally, in addtion to the
guarantee that a certain percent" y e s " and " n o " slots on the
age of its employees and commit- ballot, a third choicc-"a'jstain"tee members will be blacks,
can be inserted, so voters can
women, etc.. Caucus will not
indicate that while they agree
discriminate for hiring purposes
with the bulk of the amendments
on the basis of race, sex, physical
thev object to the one in queshandicap, age. or sexual prefer- tion.
ence.
WHEN ALL THESE were
Here again, objections can be
memioned by Mr. Sanders at the
made. (A) The statement is aforesaid Caucus meeting. Cauambiguously worded. Future cus seemed to be unwilling or
Caucuses may construe it differ- unable to implement any of
ently. In fact, two different memthem.
bers of the present Caucus,
As things stand now, the
Bambi barth. the Education Rep- amendments are being railroadresentative. and Ted Staton. the ed through. Caucus was unable
Graduate Representative, hold to muster 10 percent of the
opposing interpretations of the student body vote in the regular
phrase.
election. Consequently, ballots
WHEN MR. SANDERS, one of are to be placed on he registrathe signers of this letter, talked tion forms for the fall term. We
with Mr. Staton at a Caucus object to the authoritarian nature
meeting. Staton said that if two of this entire vote.
people with equal qualifications
We thus urge the students to
but of different races were to boycott the constitutional amendapply for a single Caucus post,
ment vote ant' cause it to fail.
preference would be given to the We do not object to the useful or
minority candidate.
even vital portions of the docuHowever, Barth stated that
ment, but only to the section
this was merely an anti-discrimwhich is not only objectionable,
ination clause, and did not imply but also potentially dangerous.
preferential hiring or a system of
Young Americans for Freedom
racial or sexual quotas.
Carl Spray, treasurer
(B) Even if the interpretation is
Martin Arbagi. Faculty advisor
cleared up. the question of hiring
Elwood Sanders. II. Vice chairer
of sexual deviants remains. With
all due compassion for the involuntary victims of psychoses
which involve deviant sexual behavior, the undersigned feel that
sexual perversion often may be a
I w ant to express my thanks to
legitimate bar to someone who is
the University administration and
otherwise qualified for a given
to all the people who in someway
post.
helped to host "The Longest
ONE WOUI.D NOT want, for
Walk" here at Wright State.
example, a receptionist in the
Special appreciation is expressed
Student Caucus office who would
to Mrs. Lorna Dawes. Mr Robert
drop
his/her
pants/panties
Francis, and Mr. Don Mohr.
whenever someone of the oppoWithout their assistance and spe
site sex walks in!
cial attention during this holiday
The signers of this letter disweekend, the hospitality extendcussed several alternatives beed to the Indians of the "Longest
fore sending it in. One possiblity
Walk" would not have been
would be--to use Parliamentary
possible This was a special
terminology--to
"divide
the
opportunity for the university
question." The objectionable
community to be involved in a
clause may be separated from
first hand manner with persons
the other proposed amendments
and issues of significant educato the constitution, and a separtional value.
ate vote taken on it in a regular
Bro. Gian Carlo Bonutti
election after it can be fully
Campus Ministry
discusscd. Or the wording can be

OURAY. Utah (UPl)-Govenment
biologists have completedthe first
part of a plan to help save the
Colorado River Squawfish, a giant ninnow once so plentiful that
farmers used to spear them from
irrigation ditches for fertilizer.
The squawfish once roamed
the larger waters in the entire
Colorado River Basin. It is extinct now in Arizona and new
mcxico and is found in limited
numbers only in parts of the
upper basin, in Colorado and
Utah.
SEVERAL FACTORS have
contributed to the decline of the
squawfish, including the construction of dams on the Colorado River and its major tributaries, and the introduction of nonnative fish to the drainage system.
The Fish and Wildlife Service
hopes to support a squawfish
comeback by raising large numbers in captivity and then restocking streams and rivers. The
Effort started this spring with the

capture of 11 of the giant min
nows from the Green River be
tween Ouray and Venal, and 1
more from the Colorado Rivet
near Grand Junction, Colo.
" I t ' s been life picking needles!
out of a haystack," said Jim
Johnson, service endangered
species biologist. "We've seen
thousands of carp and suckers
and a few bass and catfish.
HANS STEWART, a FWS
fisheries specialist, said only one
of the 22 squawfish died during
the two-state operation, "which
means we have one more than
the 20 we originally hoped to
capture."
The fish have been placed in
the Willow Beach National Fish
Hatchery to form a captive
breeding stock.
He said squawf.sh propagated
in the western Arizona fish ha
tchery eventually will be stocked
inparts of the Colorado River
Basin where they are now ex
tinct, and in other basin areas to
supplement natural populations

Appreciation
given

ALPHA XI
DELTA
Welcomes its n e w
Spring Pledge Class

WHAT YOUR
KISSES „
TASTE LIKE?
if you smoke cigarettes,
you taste like one.
Your clothes and hair
can smell stale and
unpleasant, too.
You don't notice it,
but people close to you do.
Especially if they don't smoke.
And non-smokers are
the best people to love.
They live longer.

Jane Heckman
223-3446'
• Friendship
• Confidential care
• Free pregnancy test

Nina McFarland
Maria Twaits
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Some fidget and some cringe, but Senators finallygive in
But there was no way to tell if
WASHINGTON (UPO-Members
of the Senate now have suffered that IX holding represented $2
for the first time the harrowing million or $5 million or someagony of laying bare their per- where between those two figures.
sonal finances. Nobody got hurt.
MOST SENATORS TOOK ad
The forms, which senators
were required to fill out and then vantage of this bit of camouflage,
make public, were designed in although a number made public
such a way that not even a their exact assets and their axact
certified public accountant could liabilities and a few even attachfigure out the exact worth of any- ed a copy of their income tax
returns.
individual.
If the form was designcd-as it
SENATORS ONLY had to lit
the value of specific holdings- was-primarily to provide the pubtheir home, stinks, land and lic with information that couid
disclose actual or potential conothe.s-by category
Category IX. as an example, flicts of interest, it either failed
had Co be used for any holding or none axists.
It finally devolved into a gossip
between $2 million and 15 milcolumnist's delight and a race to
lion

| |

sec who the richest senator
might be.
PREDICTABLY. THE forms
showed there are a number of
mult-ami multi-multi nullionaries
in what has been often described
as the "world's richest club."
The 'onsensus seems to be
that it is either one of two
freshmen-Sen. John Hein. a
Pennyslvania Republican, or Sen.
John Danforth. a Missouri Republican.
That should not be surprising.
John Hein/, the third, is the heir
to the Hi in/ ketchup, pickle and
other stuff fortune. The Danforth
fortune derives from Purina Ralston w Inch keeps animals well fed
and. obviously, allows Danforth

to eat well too.
DANFORTH
IS
probably
somewhat ahead of Heinz due to
a $3 maiilion loan that Heinz
made in 1976. which he lists as
an assets.
He loaned the money to his
ow n campaign committee to help
him get elected to the Senatgc
and campaign committees arc
notorious for their inability to payback.
Financially, it was a rotten
loan. Poliicallv. t was excellent.
THE MOST CURIOUS form
advanced was the one filed by
Sen. john G. Tower, the mnisi/cd
Texas Republican.
According to the report. Tower
owns absolutely nothing. No^

Los t& Found

SljcBatlu&uarbian

Classified A ds

For Sale
FIOOR MODEL color I V
SI.00 "A Blue Vega Hatchback AM KM Stereo tape GC
SJS(H). 2 Oriental Buddha* 3 It
with -.land $25 apiece. R.W
I V. $50 2'0 screen with
stand.
FREE: One two month old ' ;
I id dog 1 • hein/. 5" puppy.
Cute, love able, and quiet.
Runt of the letter so won't get
vi rv big Contact J ami ai
254-•MOti or mailbox J351.

•
I
|
I
I

MISCELLANEOUS:
Cute
puppies to gixiJ home. Mixed
Breed. " weeks old. Various
size*-. samll to a littel bit
bigger. Colors; tan. cream &
brown Ned good mommies iV
daddies' Call 253-5144 or 252i,2t>". Ask for Mary . 5-22-78
FREE: One black (white
spots), playful female cat
Abo'it 11 mos. Call Jeff. 43405*0. "i contact at Allyn Box
N444. 5 23 *8

Automotive
197.1 CHF.V. Bel Air 4
Automatic—ps— pb--am
dio. $1350 Call 854-1302. :

m

*'tm Ir •

^

\V ANTK.nl

II you would like to increase
vour income, and also work in a
voung and pleasant environment,
ime and see us about a position
al the Boar's Head Restaurant.
We are presently looking Jyt
pplicants immediately to fill a
number of full and part time
positions (and you may be the
right person lor the job.) We are
located in Trotwood. right across
the street from the Salem Mall
Interv iews held Man Fri from 2-4
p.m.
The Boar's Head, a nice place
to work

LOST AND FOUND: Found;
one calculator on Tuesday,
May 23. in the Bio. Health
Sciences building. Contact
room 220 BH. identify the
calculator, its vonrs 5-74.7R

FOR SAI L: 72 CMC VAN 0
cylinder. 3 speed, insulated
and paneled, painted lastyear;
and paneled, painted last year
—licensed as a station wagon.
$1*50 phone 254-3985 or 47.124b*. 5-24
I"1*1 FlA1 124 Sport Coupe.
Black, black interior. 5 speed.
Radials A snows. AM-FM.
Good condition. B.O. over
$800. Larry alter 8 p.m. 2*>40781
197ft MONZA Town Coupe
Automatic—Custom interior—
.-im radio low mileage $2395.
Call 85-» 1302. 5-24
FOR S\LE: Honda Civic
Hatchback car. like new. metallic blue. 18,000 miles, rusi
proofing, while walls, front
wheel drive—lots of other
standards, well maintained.
Call 254-08% ahcr 5. 5-31

Help Wanted
NEED SUMMER cooks, bar
tender, maintenance men, pi
ano players, and personnel for
rotation between Food Service. waitrcssing and housekeeping. Send complete resume, work experience, recent
photo. S.S. no. and first and
lasi day available to work to:
Murray Hotel. Mackinac Is
land. Michigan. 44*5*. \5-23
HI I P WANTED: Driving In
structor. part-time. 5 years
provable driving experience.
Neal appearance Call 224
28of X-5-3-9

Share a Ride
HELP
WANTED:
Riders
West, going Portland Ore
Appro*. June 9 or 10. sharedriving and expenses Call
Rick 274-8787 or box HI62.
5-23-78
STUDENT WOULD like to gel
together with someone else
who is go"ig to California
during June or July. Will fly.
drive, take bus. or hitch-hike,
contact E4I4. 5-23-78

Personals

! Wanted

Roto tilling. Will travel 4209200.

I WANTED: Female vocalist to
I sing wuh guitar accompanyntent of Aug. 19 wedding
Please call 294 5563 after 5
p.m. 5-23-78
RESUMES. Written, typed,
printed. Call Bill Me Govern.
256-1012. x-4-20 10
ROOMMATE needed (male or
female): to share 3 bdrm.
Home 2 miles from WSl'.
Nice-quiet place, liberal atmosphere. $30 per week (includes all utilities, phone,
washer and dryer, etc.). 8*8806" (after 6:00 p.m.). 5-24
WAN 1 ED: A complete Guardian Newspaper published
March 10. Give copies to 046
U.C. Guardian and recieve 25
cents rewaril for each copy.
NEEDED "hilolosophy 111
book for summer quartet
Kcplv to A1 "4. 5-2.VH
MISCELLAM OUS
Wright
Slate Circle K Club paperdrive. This Fri.. Sat.. Sun..
Mon., ai trailor near Knoll.
Papers needing pick up? Call
Skip at 878-1042. 5-24-2
THE W S.I'. FENCING Club
will be holding an organizational meeting Wednesday.
May 31st at 6:00 p.m. in room
0X1 of the P.L. building. An>
student, faculty member, stall
j member, or alumni of Wright
| Slate University may join. No
I prior experience or equipment
is neccssarv. 5-31
ROOMMAIIlS) wanted for
house, close lo WSU. Call
Tina 254 3*61. 5-31
DO YOU know of any apartments in the Fairborn aria
that will be available in June?
If so. please leave a note in
mailbox E395. Thanks! 5-22M1SCE1.LANEOUS: FEMALE
VOCALISI NEEDED; Work
ing lounge Disco group is
auditioning attractive female
vocalist. We want someone
who enjoys singing all types
of music and will work 1-3
days per week. Ability to play
an instrument would be helpful. Leave message in mailbox
R652. 5-22-7R

PERSONALS: Alpha Gamma
Nu: Thanks for the great time
Saturday. The canoeing and
the cookout was really fantastic! The Sisters of Alpha Xi
Del'a. 5-24-2
THE BOTHERS of Beta Phi
Omega regrel to announce
that the annual "Rowing for
Dollars" lo benefit United
Cerebral Palsy is cancelled
due to circumstances beyond
our controll We would like to
thank everyone for their support especially Meiidelvmsthe store for all ou.doors.

One can only presume that the
dapper Tower, one of the Senate's best dressers, has spent all
his money on clothes and the
silver cigarette case that he loves
to flash.
AN ADDITION TO the form
filed by Tower shows, at least,
that the senator is not homeless.
His wife owns "our dwelling."
Tower said, and he has no
control or knowledge about her
professional or business activities
or "her scpcrate estate. "

j
I
I
I
j

TO I HOSE rowdy folks on the
4th floor of the Library: we
vacate our two scats in your
honor (and due to gradualion). We're sure that the
•xtra space is needed. Study
j hard. I'.S. How's our parly
j developing for June 10? 5-31
J THE BRO'I HERS of Beta Theta Pi would like to thank all
those who enjoyed our Brats
and Metis. We appreciate
your support For those ol you
who missed us. we will be
back ai October Daze. 5-24
PERSONALS: I he Men of Phi
Kappa Tau would like to
thank all the people who came
I io May Daze and patronized
our polish sausage booth,
vour hunger for a good deal
helped make Friday our best
event ever! And lor those who
missed it. I«w»k lor lis next
October Daze! 5-23-78
CONGRA11 I A I IONS lo the
winners ol /eta lau Alpha's
Reds baseball tickets; best
wishes lo Kick Kulibert and
Dan Zebrowski! The ladies ol
/.eta Tau Alpha would like to
thank all that participated':!
TO THE injured D / wilh the
fantastic hands; I had a good
time Friday Nile, even though
your sisters kept me up past
my bed lime. Keep vour
hands in shape—maybe you
can use ;hcm again. Hope
your Foot recovers SIHV.. I anc
care—Your Baby Siller

PERSONALS: To the good
looking blonde lady who I see
in Allyn Hall and most recentl\ in the Rat on Tues. 5 23-1
wish 1 had the nerve to talk to
you. but I hope you'll s-c this
ad so you'll know I'm interested. Mavbe sometime we'll
have a chance to mcet.-F'.S.-l
like vour hair tul. 5-2.1-78
PERSONALS, lo I he Brothers
of Alpha Gamma Nu: Best
Luck r.exl year Drink a round
for ire. 5-23 2
PERSONALS: Maria Twails
Welcome lo Alpha Xi Delta.
You'll be a great little fuzzy.
II ye.j need anything, jusi let
me know. Xi love abvKys-Your
pledge pal. 5-24-78
PERSONALS: To inv new sisters of Alpha Xi Delta. Many
thank vous. I'm looking forward lo good fines. Love,
Jan. 5-22-78
SUSAN S C O n , Hope vour
21 si birthday w ill be- vnur
best. THE FAMILY.

•

home, no stocks, no land,
savings. His liabilities ar three
personal loans w hich at the most
would total $15,000.

MISCELLANEOUS: To the
'Sirs' of Alpha Gamma Nu:
You can tippieanoe any time
you want. We had a good
lime. THANKS. Now if the
pain from this sunburn ever
goes away I'll be a set. J /
j
j
|
j
I

#

THE BHOVHERS of Beta I beta Pi would like to -:hani all
those who attended our May
Nights Partv We all had a
great lime and we appreciate
(lie support and enthusiasm of
everyone. 5-24
PERSONALS: The /eta Ladies want lo thank ihe men of
Pi Kappa for the fantastic
party last Saturday. Zcta Tau
Alpha. 5-24 2
j
I
j
j
I
j
j
|
I
J
'

PERSONALS. Ihe ''hi Taus
would like to ccngsiulaie and
thank all those who "gave a
pint of their time" a! the
blood drive las! week No
sense crying over spilled
blood, for yo-r thi.ughtfiilncss
and courage in ihe face of
needless. Has helped others
in a time of need. We love
you!.5-23.78
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Audience receives royal treatment by 'The Royal Family'
By DANIEL PICKREL
Guardian Staff Writer
••Fiddlesticks, marriage is not
a career. It is an incident."
proclaims Fanny Cavendish is in
the Cincinnati Playhouse's production of The Royal Family.
Fanny, the grandiady of the
theatre, is trying to keep her
family dedicated to the stage to

carry on the family tradition of
renown acting that has earned
them the title the "Broadway
Family."
WRITTEN BY Edna Fcrber
and George S. Kauffman. the
play is set at the turn of the 20th
century and is rumored to be a
biography of the Drew. Barr>morc clan because of similar
personlity traits.

The lushness of the play is
clearly evident before the lights
go out and back up for the first
act as the stage is covered with
the elegant furnishing of an East
Side New York home, the wall
hangings are so petty and numberous they appear cluttersome.
but that this considering it is the
home of an acting family, it
seems proper that the ornaments

of the home be as showy as the
lives the family leads.
The members of the family arc
also lavish in their personalities.
TONY, FANNY'S SON, if the
most elaborate of the family. His
character is similar to that of
Schneider in the television scries
One Day At A Time. Consumed
in the over flampoyent gestures,
he makes dramatic exits with the

case of otters on a snow-slide.
Tony's sistev. Julie, is just as
lush but more melodramatic. She
is torn by the demands of the
family and her need to do
something for herself, and this
prevents the play from becoming
capism comedy.
The Royal Family will be
presented through June 4. For
reservation call 421-3888.

Another depressing element of
the play is the makeup. As the
case has been in past productions
the lines that accinuate the aging
wrinkles in the older characters
is so obviously makeup, it is
distracting.
BERNARD" (SUSAN Lersch).
the overbearing mother, pronounces her dominance in this

role with the downward sweep of
her heavy arm. Another noteworthy performance is accomplished muscular eye movements
of Amelia (Jane Winchell). one of
the daughters.
The curtain time for The
House of Bernarda Alba, is 8:30
p.m.; for reservations call 8641461. or 767-7331, ext. 526.

Antioch to present 'The House of Bernarda Alba'
The House of Bernarda Alba, words about it.
village women who circled and
a Spanish tragedy, is playing at
gossiped whenever there was
THE STAGE DESIGN is the anything worthy of such talk
the Antioch Area Theatre June
most
imaginative
aspect
of
this
going on in the Bernarda Alba
1-3.
The play written by Federico production, the main stage is household down below.
Garcia-Lorca tells about the stag- surrounded by pillars with seats
on the top, these are the rooms
THERE WAS only one pro
nant life of the family of Bernar
da Alba after the funeral of the of the five daughters. This struc- blem with the set up. When the
ture
allows
the
production
to
be
youngest
daughter Adelia comfather. Bernarda who has been
stiffled by her husband for the intensely more intimate because mitcd suicide at the end of the
years she has been married has it allows the audience to watch play, the intimacy of the bedfinally gotten the chance to run the girls when they have retired rooms proved to be revealing to
the family the way she wants. to theit rooms, and when they visually convince her hanging.
The play w hich is depressing is
She has decided the family is arc ga/ing out their imprisoned
cast down even more with the
going to stick to the repressive windows.
On the top of the back platforni dispiriting poetry Sad Valley
Spanish traditional life style and
there is not going to be two sat the guitar player anil the Woman with masculine blood.

ftutohaus
BMW
DATSUN

'Harper Valley':The song and Ihe movie are one and the same
By DANIEL PICKREL
'.uar-llan Stuff W riter
The movie Harper Valley PTA
is an extention of the song of the
same title.
Directed by Richard Bennet
and based on the story by
Edward Schneider the plot discloses the revenges of Stella
Johnson. Stella (Barbara Eden) is
the main topic ot
of the town's
iWVWW

gossip. She has not been agitated
until her daughter brought a
letter home from the Harper
Valley PTA explaining how unfit
Stelia is to be a mother. This
unleaches Stella's fury.
THE VARIOUS revenge segments are comical and very
effectively ended with a still

photograph of the victim at the
height of his or her misery.
While most films use a song to
set a mood or give an introduction to the story. Harper Valley
PTA is given a full summination
of the story when the whole song
is played at the beginning and
end of the film.
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878-7322

JOBS IN JOURNALISM
ARE HARD TO FIND

Gain valuable experience in news writing,
graphic arts, layout design and office administration.

EARN
CREDIT HOURS
AS WELL AS PAY
Positions are available for summer and fall placement in
all areas, including editorial openings. Some experience
required for editorial positions.
[f you are reliable and able to work with peoople apply ai
the Daily Guardian 046 University Center ext. 25C5
J.l_n/AlW_ru,J.|J.lfVlJ,

The Daily Guardian is an equal opportunity employer
.«
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McCormack

(continued from page I)
McCormack staled that his
most successful work deals with
a series of stires dealing with
Biblical stories. Among his most
successful satires are "Adam
and
Naive"
and
"Noah's
Shark."
"1 started writing the stories
aftei' watching The Bible on
television one night. I waited
until 1 was ready and then 1
wrote them all. I'm very happy
with them. I was able to follow
the story line format almost
imbeccable and still be funny
without having to restict them to
exactly what happened."
"SATIRE IS certainly the easiest way to write. You just make
fun of something that has already
been written, they way you don't
have to go through the creative
process because everything is
laid out on the line."
To date. McCormack has written a dozen serious pieces of
fiction; one comedy play. 25
short humorous pieces, and has
completed four chapters in a
novel.
However. McCormack ran into
some trouble when writing the
satiric pieces.
"It was almost all ! wrote for
probably five mon'hs. I got bored
with that though. I get bored
very easilv."
••I'M FUNNIEST with dialogue. If anything I write could
get published, it would probably
be a play because I have no
trouble vrith dialogue. Anyway,
comdey really isn't a buyable
product unless changed to film or
play,"
McCormack's inspiration in
comedy comcs from watching
Woody Allen films. Since a lot of
McCormack's comedy has undei
tones of anger in it. he turns to
Allen as a model because.
"Allen's films display all those
universal truths."
McCormack's writing has no
particular style, just the traditional understatement and short
phrases for satire, and narration
for fiction and comedy.
r\

BORTIONS

A p p t . mac

] -?,4 weeks
Call toll free
1-800-36?,->205

VOTE FOR

HERBERT
CREECH
U.S.

AS FOR SUBJECT matter,
McCormack concentrates primarily on his dealings with other
people.
"I try to deal with a small
group of people at a time. I know
people very well, I'm very observant. That's what 1 spend my life
doing, watching people, and I
guess from what I learn ubout
the general way of the world."
To date, he has written a

dozen serious pieces of fiction,
one comedy play. 25 short humorous pieces, and has completed
four chapters in a novel.
"I REALLY WANT to write
this book so I probably won't be
back at Wright State in the fall.
Also, I figure since I've always
gotten my way 1 know I don't
have to graduate. The main
reason I want to write the book is
that its the only thing 1 haven't

mastered yet."
McCormack's work is presently unpublished and may remain
that way. Although he attends
WSU. he refuses to submit stories to the literary magazine.
Nexus, even though Ihey have
asked him.
"I feel Nexus is for people who
like to deal with their own
mediocrity." McCormack commented.

AS FOR OTHER literary publications. McCormack stated that
he doesn't feel he could get
published and since he doesn't
want to be refused, he does not
submit.
"I take rejection too deeply,
too personally. It's stupid but
only the people with famous
names get published today."
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Wrestling team buldging at seams
Wright State's wrestling tea."
is reaping the benefits i f its' best
season ever, as the Raiders
signed four recruits to national
Letter of Intent, bringing the
totsl of signees to seven.
Head coach Stamat bulugaris'
list of standouts include two
heavy weights, Steve Bear and
Andy Buegler. and two feather
weights, Mark Ingle and Dallas
Lipscomb.
"THIS IS THE biggest group
we have ever been able to
recruit." said Bulugaris. "It is
probably a combination of the
Florida trip and our national
ranking during the season. We
needed heavyweights and to fill
some holes in the lower weight
classes, and 1 think we have
accomplished that goal."
The stoutest of the signees is
Bear who stands six feet four and
tips the scales at 2b0 pounds.
The grapplcr was 51-20 in high
school and placed third in the
Class AAA district meet.
Buegler has the distinction of
b'-inp citv champion and he was
chosen the Most Dedicated
Wrestler at Dayton Belmont High

School his last two years.
INGLE WAS A three-time
Western Ohio League champion
while at Centerville High School.
The 12t> pounder was 20-8 his
senior vear. and placed fourth in

| Cocktail Waitress

Farn money for next Semester or
your summer fun. Work when
you want, get paid weekly. We
have openings now for:
• Secretaries
• Typists
• Office clerks
Skilled laborers
* ••Unskilled
laborers
» •Hostesses—flash demos
You must have a car and home
phone. Free parking when you
apply. Call for appointment.

| Part-time- Apply In person
I The 7. Nightclub after 3 p.m.
I
17 W. Main St.
I
Falrbom. Ohio

I

*****************
1 Anyone Wishing to
J
Work on the
*
*
* REPRESENTATIVE
*
*
*
Campaign
»
*
*
CONTACT
*»
W.G. Straw
*
274-7254
»* * * *at
***********

Thacker named
Recently named basketball
coach Ralph Undcrhill wasted
little time in adding his first
recruit to his seasoned team for
the 1978-79 season.
Rick Thacker from Tecumseh
High School signed a National
Letter of Intent which guarantees
if he goes to school. WSU will be
the site. The Journal Herald
All-Sat and mr. Basketball in
Clark County is the second
Thacker to wear the Raider
colors. Rick's older brother Jim
• as a letter winner on WSU's
firs! team back in 1970-71. and
still holds the single-game record
for rebounds with 19.

the Class AAA sectionals with a
broken hand.
Rounding our the quartet is
Lipscomb wh > was a 105 pounder
at Fairborn Park Hills High
School. He ended his carter
48-20-1.

THE TWO-TIME ill league
performer and MVP (Tecumseh)
averaged 22.3 point per game
and 13 rebounds per game this
year despite being hampered
with a late season knee injury.

Did you ever hear the words

Try to remember ..your lile may depend on it.

MAKE YOUR
SCHOOL
VACATION PAY

if

*
•»
*
»
*
*

ABBOTT PLASMA CENTERS

MANPOWER
TEMPORARY
SERVICES

BUDDY
CASH

840 South Main St.
224-7663

GEAFTUP FOR SPRING

, You Nood More Wienoy.
Wa Need More Donors!

love & the
great outdoors

CONGRESS

Quality outdoor clothing for
men and women
Backpacking, climbing and X-C skiing, too

Authorized by the candidate and paid for by
"Creech (or Congrewi
Committee"
Rosemary Coleman, treasurer
3S9 Telford Ave.
Dayton, Ohio 454l»
^

Kings Yard
220 Xenla Ave (Rle 68)
Yellow Springs, Ohio 767-1866
Mon-Sat 10s30-S:30
Fri 'til 8
S«n 12-4

V.» will pay yo-i $5 00 kx every now
qualified donor you bring ml That's riyhi.
$5 00. (Of every new O U A l l f l t D CONOR You oain EXTRA CASH They earn
NEW MQNEYI

I k ABBOTT PLASMA CENTER J ;
r

.....

««4 S. PATTERSON BLVD., DAYTON
223-0424
fot Appointment

COUPON
Redoem for

CASE3

l

